T he results of matrix usage are the
scales of the threat level and the socioeconomic impact level with equal number
of classes. These nvo scales will be used to
construct the matrix for location analysis,
which willaltea the priority level classification
oflocations. By combining these scales, we get
classes, each of them being a priority level.
The distribu tion of the priori ty levels
wit hi n th e matrix depends on the
assessment of the importance of specific
criteria, which is always an executive/
management decisio n. In this case, it
is ou r es tim ation that th e centre of
gravity in t he selection of priorities
should be on the socio-economic impacL

H erzegovina. It is a key factor in influencing
the will of the donors to continue supporting
mine action in Bosnia and Herzegovina
and mine action decision makers must
therefore base their deci sions upon
scien tifi c and unbi ased models for
risk management.
T he current status of mine action,
the availability and accessibil iry of information, the transformation of BHMAC
operational management system and new
information from the Landmine Impact
Survey all work to open possibilities for
developing a new model fo r mine action
prior ity setting in Bos nia and
Herzegovina. This "new model" is the
"missing link" benveen rhe large scope of
work done gath er in g and as sessing
info rmatio n , and planning and raking
actions to so lve the mine problem. In
Bosnia and Herzegovina, we now have
the chance to do this. •
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Final Considerations
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activities rhar will most efficiently reduce
the risk and bring benefi ts to Bosnia and
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Demining 1n Bih ac
With 5 Korpusa of the
Bosnian Army
Despite the end to years of brutal fighting in Bosnia, land mines left behind
from the war still threaten the safety of local populations. The following
article gives a firsthand account of a former Canadian soldier's demining
experience in Bosnia alongside the Bosnian Army.

by Peter Hindy, Former
Canadian Soldier

Introduction
On September 12, 200 I , I arrived
under guard at work and made m y way
to rhe rop of the hill in Cekrilje, Bihac,
Bosnia. I had a very strange, yet distinct
sinking feeling from the tragedies of the
terrorist attacks of the previous day. As I
walked up the hill, I felt that I would have
to somehow prove past rhe usual morning
smile and cheerfulness that I was not
personally angry and vengeful at the
Muslim world for rhe actions taken by the
poor excuses for soldiers who committed
the attacks against the innocent people of
New York. My entire ream was Muslims
and these brave men fought for the 5'"
Co rps of the Bosnian Army (B5SWl)
and for what they thought was right.
T hey were the finest people I have
eve r known.
At first, the deminers would nor
initiate the usual co nversarion and a few
stared at the ground. I explained to the
other deminers that it was normal to feel
tentative today towards me, a Westerner,
as such a terrible thing had happened.
After a short period of hesitant conversation, I was presented with the following
statement. "Now p eople in America
know what it was like in my rown every
day." The remark was nor spoken in a
harsh tone, but rather was relayed in a
somber, respectful manner. After all, these
men had been sur rounded by brutal
fighting in their proud satellite town of

Bihac for 1,200 plus days against overwhelming fo rces. They held their own for
that entire battle through the good and
the bad rimes. Even though the rest of
the town has tried to get back to life after
eight years of brutal conflict, these men
are still fighting that same battle on the
ground they had been on in July of 1995
in C ekrilje. The Serbs may have been
defeated, but the mines are still standing
awaiting their victims with patience and
steadfast, ruthless dedication. But as terrible
as these mines are, they do nothing to dampen
the efforts of the sterling, professional
character of the deminers of 5 Korpusa.

• BSSW1 Team medic and two partners in
crime, relax in the ad min area.

Ghosts of the Battlefield
The minefield being cleared here
roday is one of many laid in 1992 during
the conflict. In fact, 60 p ercent of these
mines are unknown and unmarked, and
the persons who laid them may be long
dead. The belts of protective and tactical
minefields on this land in this particular
field of 50,000 square meters changed
hands as many as nine times during
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bloody battles to hold just a few hundred
yards either way. Men died raking this
ground. Sometimes photos, watches and
other personal items are found-testament
to what the world allowed to happen here
in this country nvo hours from London.
For rhe men of B5SWl , rhewarcontinues
on daily from seven AM ro nvo PM in the
more than 30oC hear. Sweat, headaches,
dirt, lack of proper food and water at
times an d the never-ending attention ro
derail to not become complacent were
amo ng s t rhe problems we face d.
Complacency means d eath. But still
the morale is maintained and life goes on
through the good and the bad rimes in
the demining business.
There are many reasons for each man
to pay attention to ensure this rough job
gets done righr- rhe greatest of which is
the human cost of war. I was reminded
of the human cas ualti es daily in rhe
distance by the white patch ofBosnian and
international volunteer fighters buried on
the horiw n in the military cemetery, and
by the tombsto nes bearing the names of
rhe dead, such as Vukovar, Laslovo, and
Srebrencia. These men paid the ultimate
sacrifice for freedom, and the nine men
of B5SW1 were re-enforcing the success
of every soldier who died trying to do the
right thing. Every day under the gentle
wind and thunderous silence of peace, rhe
team carefully advances further into the
ground that had not been ventured on
since tracers splir the air and screaming
hot shrapnel and violent explosions rore
lives and hopes for the fuwre from sons
of fathers and mothers with an imal-li ke

fury. Every now and
then, a new lost soldier
is discovered in this
field and rightfully
returned to finally
give closure to the
grieving loved ones
who survived to see
this day. Bur not before
the deminers prove the
•llllt:A::n~d~y:..a...;n~
d iCso:..m
_
e._o~
f :t£e:...a_m_.;_....:;...__ _.... ground and forests safe
BSSWl overlooking
to once again tread-meter by meter, year
Bihac towards Croatia. by year, mine by mine.

Demining in the Fields of
Bosnia
The demining is very slow work; on
average, the team only clears about 100
meters a day. This is the safest obtainable
speed in Cekrilje due to the rugged terrain and obstacles, without the use mine
flails to help ease the process. The years
of fighting show in the reclamation of rhe
battleground by the forest and vegetation,
which sensitize the mines-for example,
putting extra weight on a tripwire or concealing a mine in a maze of twisted grass
and roots. The tough terrain translates
into very slow work for the deminers, who
must sometimes burn the grass to prepare
this ground before work can start. Every
now and chen a mine or item ofUXO is
discovered, a nd then is cautiously
destroyed without touching it. With
a steady hand, its evil black heart is
removed, no longer able to cause sorrow
to a child or farmer. Generations will live
because of this minute.
After 20-minute shifts, the deminers
switch around in twos and return to an
area to relax, eat, drink and converse
umil their time is upon them to once
again court death for all of us and ensure
a safer world unnoticed and unappreciated
by the many who simply know nothing
of their hardships amidst their high-rise
jobs in America. As the clock on a minefree world ticks, the needle-like prodders
probe the ground at 30-degree angles at
two-em intervals, ever so systematically,
ever so cautiously, with love, dedication
and the ever so carefUlly calculated pressure.
Each rime the prodder goes into the
ground, the deminer risks his life. One
push too hard-mistaking a mine for a

rock-and it's all over. Those are the cold
facts; rhey are unavoidable, bur the troops
have been trained by the best and they
are confident yet never lose respect for the
mines and the destruction they can cause.

Hardships for the Deminers
The deminers of B5SW1 have seen
war up close. Despite the dangers of
demining, I was once told by a deminer
with three children and a wife that he has
no other choice but to do this work
because of the economic hardships of
Bosnia. "I will do this because of the
war. A soldier was how I grew up. I never
knew college; I knew only the rifle and
the blood-soaked mud-the war. I
wouldn't leave my town; I have made my
life here. Now it's the only good money
around. I have kids to feed. But if I ever
lose respect for what I do, I shall quit that
very day! This is no place for cowboys! We
have a job to do and we must do it right!"
The team continues on day after day,
mine after mine. D espite the heat, problems
with getting proper kit and medical supplies,
and even not getting paid their monthly
wages on time, the deminers cominue to
work. Once, the deminers had to wait
three months to receive their 700
Deutsche Marks per month pay. Another
time, they knew they did not have enough
IVs or morphine to treat the injured
deminers. Despite these obstacles, the
demining team cominues their tedious
task &om March until November, working
together. Sometimes you can hear them sing
the san1e old Bosnian songs that were sung
in the trenches just in front of them on
lonely cold nights or in the rain amid the
savagery as they work on. During the
winter months, the team gets a break and
completes a training course cycle, rests
and recuperates. While they rest, the
mines continue to claim their victims
going about such everyday duties as a
search for water or food, or a trip home
from an uncle's house on a forest path.
Sometimes they are rescued in time,
sometimes no one knows until they are
found. Sometimes they are children,
sometimes old men or teachers. The
mines wait on the same old confrontation
lines in the snow-filled mountainsides and
fields and rivers with the ghosts who guard
the former battlefields. They don't need
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rest, warmth or food. They are the perfect
soldiers and they are very much at home.

Conclusion
The most important part of preventing
landmine casualties is education. The North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
goes through great lengths in educating
people to adopt behavior in order to avoid
minefields and the unnecessary dangers
char mines cause, as well as pass this
knowledge on to others. Bur still people
do not listen. Even with the knowledge
of minefields now available, we still hear
stories about someone who just wouldn't
listen. As if the signs are not plain enough
to see, people still risk their lives for that
jug of water. One good indication is that
since the war, the word is getting out in a
big way; children are more aware and as
long as the news is spread about the
dangers of mines, I am confident generations will live now. Take a minute and think
to yoursel£ When you are alone, when you
feel the warm breeze on your back in your
careless day with not much else to do,
remember that every 30 minutes a mine
has just claimed another victim. Think
about what you personally have done to
help your world today. Think of how you
can help. Think outside the protective
bubble about people who don't have the
luxury or safety you enjoy so well and
think for a minute of the people who are
risking and giving their lives like gifts today
for your tomorrow. 1

In order for members of the Mine Action Support Group (MASG) to
fully understand mine action programs and to study the implementation
of mine action at the national level, several MASG representatives
visited and met with government and UN representatives in Slovenia,
Croatia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina. This article describes the
discoveries and conclusions they made on their trip.

by Lt Col Klaus-Peter
Koschny, German Permanent
Mission to the United Nations
Introduction
To allow representatives of MASG to
see mine action programs in the respective
countries and to study the implementation
of mine action at the national level, the
representatives visited Slovenia, Croatia,
and Bosnia and Herzegovina from May
18 to May 22, 2003. Meetings were held
w ith relevant government representatives
o f Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Slovenia, and Albania as well as with UN
representatives accredited in these states.

The field mission started in Slovenia,
with a reception hosted by Srate Secretary
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Mr.
Samuel}bogar. The delegation, consisting
of a representative of the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP) and a
representative of United Nations Mine
Action Service (UNMAS) as well as
delegates from seve n member states
(Austria, Canada, Germany, Finland,
Japan, Slovenia and Switzerland), was led
by Ambassador Harald Braun, chairman
ofMASG.
The participants were interested in
learning about problems ofimplementation,
so that they can offer solutions supported
by the international community. The

Note: Pete Hindy is currently an unemployed
technical advisor and can be contacted at his email
address (see below).

The Albanian Mine Action
Program
A survey, carried out in 1999, illustrates
the mine threat in Albania. In northeastern
Albania, a 120-km border has 102 areas
contaminated with ami-personnel mines
and anti-tank mines from the Former
Republic of Yugoslavia, as well as
unexploded North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) ordnance, covering an area totaling some 15.25 km 2, with
no available records. The defining efforts
of the international community and those
of the Albanian Mine Action Centre
(AMAC) have not only reduced the
contaminated areas by half, but have
also led to substantial progress in the area
of mine risk education (MRE) and victim
assistance. The strategic objective, to free
Albania from the effect of mines and UXO
by 2005, seems realistic, although not
easy to achieve. Nevertheless, a shortfall
of$0.58 million (U.S.) for the demining
program in Albania for this year was
noted. For the next two years, $3.9 million
per year will be needed to reach the goal of
a mine-free country.

ITF

*All pictures courtesy ofPeter Hindy.

Contact Information
Peter Hindy
Former Canadian Soldier
5 Korpusa
ARBIH
B5SW1-2
Cekrilje, Pritoka Minefields
Bihac, Bosnia
E-mail: phindy@webhart.net

International Trust Fund (ITF) in Ig, near
the capital Ljubljana, was the first host.
On May 19, the group was briefed on
the mine situation in Albania and later
on the work of the ITF.

I The participants, from left to right: Mohammad You nus (UNDP), Tadej Furlan (Slovenia), Cory

Anderson (Canada), Sebastian Kasack (UNMAS). Dr.Janine Voigt (Switzerland), Lt Col KlausPeter Koschny (Germany). Ambassador Dr. Harald Braun (Germany). Mr.Jernej Cimperseck
(ITF),Jaakko Lehtovirta (Finland), LtCol Detlef Schroeder (Germany) and Yukito Okada (Japan).
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The ITF is headquartered in
Slovenia, the only mine-free country in
the Balkans. ITF activities are focused on
the other Balkan states and are about to
be extended to mine-affected states such
as Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia. Its
activities comprise demining, mine victim
assistance, support for deminin g
structures and training. Further, a
Geographical Information System for
Demining in Southeast Europe will be
developed under the ITF's auspices.
During the five years of its existence, the
ITF has raised a total of $111.2 million.
Eighry percent of these funds were used
for demining, with roughly half of this

